Library Loading (Applies to Tyros2 Only)
Library loading is easy believe me! This is the function that will load Custom Voices, and when a
library is loaded, it will put all the voices automatically, into the right location of Custom Voice Memory.
So how to do it and why!
To re-cap the purpose of the library is to ‘place’ the voices in the right locations. This will let us all
hear the songs using these voices sounding as the player intended, (the Library provides the {Custom
Voice Locations}), so that we all use the same locations, as laid out by the (Library).
The Method
Select Voice Creator, Library Load, (button D), this will show the, ‘normally invisible,’ Library
folders. Now select and load the Library, this must be the first step before trying to play songs using
custom voices.
This can be loaded from Floppy Disks or USB Stick’s. So if you don’t even have a HD, you will
need the media in place, every time you switch on Tyros2, it will then ‘auto-load’ from the (Media which
can be a {Floppy Disk, USB Stick or HD}) with its Custom Voice Data on it, and must be in the keyboard
initially.
You will get a message Auto-loading, let it finish loading these voices, Please Note the voices will
only remain in the Keyboard, until it is switched off, and will NOT reload if the ‘Media’ isn’t in place
USB Stick, or is has removed at, or before SWITCH ON!
Once the Auto-loading has finished, the custom voices can be used, to play using these sounds, and
listen to songs that utilise them, or even with your own performances!
Also Note some Custom Voices, (some are large samples, Live Vocals, or ‘Scats’ for example), so
you will need to have the *extra DIMMS’s, see Tyros2 Manual page 223 for correct type.
A complete Library of all the available Custom Voices, that have been created by Eileen and I so
far, other Custom Voices are welcome, and will be added to the growing Library.
But you can get a ‘taster,’ of Custom Voices to try, some of these which will fit on to a floppy
disk, or USB Stick, thus showing you some of Tyros2’s potential.
Finally if you do have a HD fitted and have “Saved as Libraries,” every time you switch on the
Ty2, it will auto-load them at switch on, you will need the *extra DIMMS if you want to use ALL of the
“New Custom Voices,” and not just some of them.
Once again you could use Individual Load to place them where you want them, and fit with any of
your own Custom Voices, or of other players Custom Voices.

Colin.

